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Why fireworks are more likely

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Resilience levels are down – all feel tired and battered – more likely to snap?PandemicStressCost of living crisisMental health fragileHybrid working – less human interaction – less empathySocial media – FOMO, creates division and dissatisfactionWorld Economic Forum’s global risks report 2019. Co-produced by the insurance company Zurich, one of the headline risks to global businesses reads: “Decline in human empathy creates global risks in the ‘age of anger’.” The report identified a new global phenomenon of people feeling “disconnected and isolated”, with technology and urbanisation cauterising social bonds. “Profound social instability” comes sixth in the top 30 chart of risks in the report. There research howing that if your commute takes you through neighbourhoods that are wealthier than your own, you are more dissatisfied than if your commute takes you through neighbourhoods that are like – or worse than – yours.” Knowing this, and that many of the so-called best lives being lived online are false, there is no harm in reducing our exposure to such deeply deflating stimuli.
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Risks
• What are the risks?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Toxicity – having to deal with eg:- customer complaints if they are all irate and hostile – start to feel not worth it – leave, harder to recruit etc- customer service standards declined – negative cycle of decline Grievances go up – only real mechanism for employee when they hit the ‘had enough’ place – definitely seeing more, about things which should never have reached my desk –few years ago this would have been a chatIrretrievable relationships – manager – adage about not leaving employers but leaving managers – see all the time in my role how much damage one manager can do – I have acted 6 times now in one organisation- common problem is the one person ACAS suggest people either “fight, flight or freeze” as instinctive reaction to conflict. Which one are you? I’m a lawyer so guess which one I am!People resort to behavioural habits when experiencing conflict with others. These reactions include:   Non-productive behaviours, such as: confronting, dominating, defending, shouting, using sarcasm, hostile humour, repressing emotions, insisting on being right, stonewalling, and blaming;   Neutral behaviours, such as:  avoiding, cooling off, apologizing, and giving in or backing off to avoid confrontation;  avoid the problem and hope it will go away or freeze and become passive – let things driftLet’s look at some positive things you can do instead. Face up to the issues!
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Rule 1
• Am I the right person to have this 

conversation?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This isn’t can I get out of having to do this but it is worth considering if you are the right person to be having this conversation. Often LM will eg:- ask HR to deal with things that really form part of their job remit and actually might undermine them if they pass the buck?Know your conflict style - Generally you will be more comfortable using one of another of these and under stress we all revert to type:-Avoid – withdraw to avoid conflict. Lose-lose approach as not tackle it and people will think you are weak. You may have family members that you find it easier to not tackle than open up a can of worms?Competition – traditional IR model – the one with the greatest power will impose his will on the other weaker party, forcing a solution on the other party. May be a  good thing eg:- H&S law the employer must get everyone to comply. Here the outcome is more important than the relationship. Tends to be a win-lose approach. People won’t communicate with you if you always use this approach.  Think about when you are a customer and something has gone wrong – you aren’t going to give in until it is sorted out!Accommodate – relationship is important, want to be liked and accepted and harmony is important so you might give in. May be harmful if next time round you will expect to win? May not be moving forward, just putting sticking plaster over something? Lose-win approach. Think of relations with your spouse – do you do this?Collaborate – value both the goals and the relationships highly, conflict is something to be resolved and both parties won’t be satisfied until an acceptable solution is found – win-win approach. Better decisions, builds relationships, greater satisfaction, longer-lasting solutions. Downside is that this takes time. A committee type approach may also make you seem weak as lack leadership? 47% naturally fall into this type which is where ideally you would want to be 75% time. Do you identify with one in particular? Draw diagram. Give people sheet to have a go at?Can be generational differences too – manage generation X by text message but a baby boomer would want a face to face meeting.
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Rule 2
• Frame of mind/emotional state
• Is the other person ready?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Never react ‘in the heat of the moment’ – likely to escalate? May need to calm down after your initial emotional reaction?Have the conversation when calm and prepared for it. Maybe go home, vent to the dog or your partner first, sleep on it, likely to be more measured next day?May also apply to someone catching you off guard demanding a discussion now – are they angry? Would it be better to allow them to vent now and suggest a calm discussion later? Avoid altogether by  saying Now’s not a good time but I can see you at x time?Same with emails – don’t respond when annoyed!Are you ready to deploy disarming? The fastest way to defuse an argument is to find some truth in what the other person is saying, even if you do not agree with the basic criticism or complaint.  For example, saying "I can understand how you'd feel angry with me since you believed that I started the rumour" acknowledges and validates the angry person's feelings without actually agreeing with what was said.  This opens the door to clarification, feedback and reconciliation. “Yes I can see it is difficult for you when paperwork isn’t done on time”.Is the other person ready? If ill – may not be the time – wait until better? May need third party present for support or reasonable adjustments?Q before session about people having outside of work personal difficulties which is then affecting their behaviour which of course the employer has little influence over. From an inclusion perspective we spend all this time telling employees to bring your whole selves to work and then moan when they do! Absolutely you cannot be expected to do anything about lots of things that are outside of work but the boundaries are blurring – understanding in HR that if we want people to be functioning as brilliant people in work sometimes the things that are preventing them from doing that are outside things so we need to be supportive there too? Employers helping with things like access to GP, MH counselling, signposting to charities 
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Rule 3
• Reframe the mental context for yourself 

into a more positive one than negative one

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Easy to think “Oh no I’ve got to go and give this person a negative performance review”. Would it be better to think “I need to offer constructive feedback so that this person can develop”. You have to admit that ‘feels’ better.Reframing important tool – take the heat out of what someone might say and do - Another example of rephrasing “he never lets me go on a training course” –  what you’d like is access to training – is that right? Get them thinking about the course of action that could solve the issue for them.No blaming language: focus on the issues.Restate the message in a constructive way: message more likely to be heard by the recipient?
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Rule 4
• Assume you have something to learn from 

the conversation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Be open minded to the fact that the other person will have their own viewpoint, there may be facts and background you don’t know, they may have different ideas to you about potential solutions or outcomesWe all have to put aside our egos, the one telling us we know best, to listen and learn from the other person – their view point will be different to ours, be curious to find out – before making any judgements or decisions be on a fact finding mission, to understand.Do it by questions and listening.  The key to all interpersonal communications is  genuine  listening, as opposed to defensive listening, where you plan your retort while the other person is talking to you.  In order to begin to really listen,  paraphrase what the other person says in your own words, without judging, agreeing or disagreeing.  Listen to and reflect the content, needs and feelings of the other person. How does someone know you are listening? Eye contact. Not interrupting. Being open minded about what’s being said. Supportive gestures like nodding the head. Looking interested. Facial expressions not betraying emotions – calm.Next, ask for feedback to determine whether you interpreted correctly.  If you have not, ask for clarification.  Continue this process until you are sure that you have heard what the other person is saying and how he or she really feels emotionally. Once you are certain that you understand the message and feelings expressed by the other person, respond. The other person then listens and paraphrases for you.  This process continues until you have both clarified your positions and are certain that the other person really heard you and understands. By asking for clarification of ideas, needs and feelings you signal a feeling of respect and can then work toward mutual understanding and compromise. Make a list of phrases you can use to show you are actively listening.Am I right in saying.....?Tell me some more...That sounds really important to youI appreciate your honestyEmotive -expressing a person's feelings rather than being neutrally descriptive, inflammatory, loaded with judgments – avoid blaming Avoiding blame and recriminations – if something has happened what can we learn from it?Expressing yourself with such statements as, "I feel angry because you seem to be avoiding me" is much more productive than the accusatory,  "you made me angry and it's your fault that I've had a bad day at work today."  In the first scenario, you take responsibility for your own feelings and share them; in the second, you escalate the confrontation by blaming and putting the person on the defensive. I remember being fuming with a person who wasn’t my line manager, who I never really worked with who once accused me of being too didactic – no examples of a piece of work where he could justify this – it just made me really angry. It is OK to say, I’m disappointed, use I feel statements instead
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Rule 5
• Put yourself in the other person’s shoes 

(empathising).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This involves putting yourself in the other person's shoes and trying to see the world through his or her eyes, taking into account cultural, racial, gender and experiential differences.  Not necessarily accepting or agreeing with their feelings, values, attitudes or emotions.Most important? Think from your counterpart’s perspective. How would I feel? I would I want a manager to handle it? That might make sure eg:- you have the conversation in a sufficiently private place unlike one of my client’s whose LM had a conversation with her about her failing performance on a landing of the floor of an open plan office where everyone could see her crying! Or the administrator who went to the open plan desk to discuss sickness absence with the lady who’d been off because she’d miscarried? Or the LM who took employee on customer visit, asked to continue to use the room and then told person she was redundant so she had to then walk out through all the other people crying? If they’d applied their minds like this they might have done a better job?What else is going on here? What don’t we know about? Not sympathy – that makes a judgementMake a list of statements you used to show someone you are empathising “I understand you are worried about this”“This situation is clearly very difficult for you”.
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Conflict Iceberg

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Issues on the surface eg:- sudden drop in perfUnderneath what might there be?HealthOutside of work distractionsPersonalities: some ring leaders use it as an opportunity to get back and vent at the company eg:- raise a grievanceEmotions – hurt, feel undervalued, fear even if subconcious – are our jobs safe? Are we valued by this employer? Anger – very difficult to negotiate with an angry person – might need to be expressed and listened to first and then cool off before negotiate?Interests/Needs/Desires – Self-perceptionHidden expectations Unresolved issues from the past eg:- anger over last years’ pension freeze bubbling under the surface, I know a group of people who went for VR 16 years ago, didn’t get it and still going on about it!Have I made the right assumptions?
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Create collaboration?
• Share knowledge and information
• Consider alternatives and options
• What might they do to solve it?
• Build trust by listening
• Give and receive feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Share information – why we need to do something? What our objectives are – don’t use knowledge as powerConsider alternatives and optionsCreative approach to problem solving Build trust by listeningGive and receive feedback Do it gradually – history will influence where people currently at and how far prepared to go – don’t expect too much too soon
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Rule 6
• Don’t be afraid to ask a colleague for 

support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NOT triangulation – getting them ‘on your side’ but in a neutral way to get more information/background or understanding on history of situation or ideas for solutions“You’ve worked with X more than me, Can you help me understand how he might be seeing this situation?”
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Rule 7 
• Prepare
• Make a list of questions
• Use script as aide memoire

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Preparation – background facts and information eg:- if it’s to discuss someone’s absence pattern have a table of their absences and reasons given for the absences, a copy of your sickness absence procedure etc. So often LM don’t read the policies that they are trying to enforce and then get something they have missed chucked back at them.What conversations have I already had with this person? Is this going to come as a surprise? (Ref CIPD list top 10 reasons for performance problems – half of which relate to employee never having actually been told what  is expected of them or given JD etc).Prepare environment – where are you going to have the meeting, when? Beginning of day or end of day? Allocating sufficient time so not rushing. Somewhere private? Seating arrangements ?  Face to face across a table can be threatening. Side by side less so?Face to face not a phone call or email!!! Why am I saying that? Email after the conversation to back it up. Reflect, what do I already know about this person and how they are likely to react? Can I back up what I am going to say with evidence as opposed to third hand hearsay?Go into the conversation with a list of questions you want to come away from the meeting knowing or understanding the answer toWhat does a good outcome look like for you?
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Rule 8
• Don’t avoid having the conversation

• Act promptly to nip things in the bud

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now or never?Most of us instinctively know when it is the right moment to deal with a problem. Issues do crop up without warning, but more often than not there are warning signs. You can help make conversations with your employees less difficult by: having a quiet word at the first sign that something is wrong. For example, you may notice that an employee becomes more moody and withdrawn or is acting out of character keeping in touch with your staff and the team. If they see that you are approachable and ready to listen, they are more likely to come to you at an early stage, when you might be able to act decisively to help using employee representatives as sounding boards for how staff are feeling about issues. For example, there may be unhappiness about the way change is being managed within the organisation. It is far better to nip problems in the bud, wherever possible, rather than waiting for them to become more entrenched or complicated.Without exception  the situations that land on my desk have got to the point where legal advice is needed because this didn’t happen!
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Rule 9 

• Keeping professional
oControlling the meeting and adjourn if 

necessary
o Focus on the behaviour or issue not on the 

person
o Address confidentiality and its boundaries

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You set out how the meeting will run, not allowing the other person’s emotions to take over. Especially meetings with TU reps – don’t panic and just adjourn!Doing G investigation and the person turns up with 50 carrier bags full of papers – I’ve allocated you 2 hours so you need to talk me though what you want to say to me in that time frame –pick the headlines – I can then ask you further questions - over to you. Address confidentiality – what does that mean in this context? Often employees are told something is confidential and then actually it isn’t! Eg;- case law examples HR outing employees re sexual orientation. Often in investigations confidentiality promised where cannot be. If someone raises something eg- complaint of bullying you are going to have to do something about it – inform them that?
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Rule 10
• Confidence

oDon’t respond to manipulating behaviour
oRemember to the other person you probably 

come across as more confident than you are

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Triangularisation“Look you can see how unreasonable he is can’t you? What do you think?”“How can you let her say that about me?”“This situation is so unfair don’t you think?”“You believe me don’t you?”“I can tell by the way you are nodding you agree with me”So you think he’s being unreasonable – what was it that made you feel that way? How would you want it to be different?We’re here to listen to both sides of this issue – both of you are likely to say things the other finds challenging today (both must respect grounds rules though).You perceive it as unfair – can you tell me why?I am not here to make a judgement, just to help you two communicate You’ve misinterpreted my gestures as agreement – they are to just show I am listeningSomeone once told me if you find someone intimidating, imagine them on the loo!The key to analysing your vulnerability to being provoked into confrontations is to understand how your automatic thoughts, including your assumptions and conclusions, cause every emotional reaction. Examples of these distortions are: "I should have gone to work despite being ill" ( using should, must, and have to in judging your actions); "My boss doesn't care about me...only about my productivity" (reading your boss' mind about what he must be thinking and feeling);  "They'll probably eliminate my job soon" (catastrophising or fortune telling about what negative things will happen to you in the future);  "I'm stupid for allowing this to happen to me" (negatively labelling yourself instead of describing your behaviour as unfortunate or unproductive). Once you learn about the distortion habits in your automatic thinking, you can learn how to challenge them and develop more rational, alternative thoughts.  The end result is actually dissolving negative emotions and a healthy, more reasonable outlook on every situation in which you find yourself.Your task for the rest of the week is to start noting what your internal dialogue is saying to you – check it – observe – first step to then going ‘hang on a minute, no…...’.If we decide the meeting is going to be really hard – it probably will be. Projecting onto the other person? Let’s actually find out what they think?  
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Further reading
• ACAS – challenging conversations and 

how to manage them
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